
AIS-Salzburg Dress and Style Code 

AIS-Salzburg’s dress and style expectations do not include a uniform.  However, students are 
expected to meet standards of dress and style appropriate to the various situations in which they find 
themselves including academic hours in which academic attire guidelines are expected, leisure 
hours outside of classtime in which leisure attire and style is demanded, as well as occasional 
formal events in which formal attire is requested.

That all clothing and style is (1) appropriate for the weather conditions, and (2) modest and non-
provocative are fundamental aspects of the AIS-Salzburg dress and style code.  The administration 
reserves the right to interpret the spirit of the dress and style code in all cases whatsoever.  Students 
and parents are expected to be familiar with this code before the school year begins and report in the 
fall with clothing and accessories which are within the guidelines.   

Academic Day Attire

Girls: Girls are considered in academic attire if they are wearing:
Hair of a natural color and not of extreme style which is out of the face and eyes.  
Tops which are not too revealing or bare-shouldered and do not display messages.  
Dresses and skirts which are not too revealing.
Pants, slacks and non-athletic tights.  
Shoes which are clean, low-heeled, and non-athletic (athletic footwear includes Vans-
style, retro-athletic, Chuck Taylor and skater-style footwear).
Sweaters (if necessary for the weather conditions)

Boys: Boys are considered in academic attire if they are wearing:
Hair of a natural color which is out of the eyes, above a shirt collar, without accessories 
and 
not extreme in style.  Facial hair is not permitted.
Shirts with a collar (dress or polo shirt) which do not display messages.
A belt.
Clean, well-fitting slacks or pants without patch pockets. 
Socks which extend above the ankle.
Clean, laced footwear which is non-athletic (athletic footwear includes Vans-style, retro-
athletic, Chuck Taylor and skater-style shoes).
Sweaters (if necessary for the weather conditions) which are not of a sweatshirt style or 
material.

The following are never allowed during the academic day for all students:
Denim clothing
Pants and slacks with patch pockets
Short pants of all styles
Zipped or pullover sweatshirts and hoodies
Athletic wear
Sunglasses



Items of Clothing and Style Prohibited at All Times

Ill-fitting or dirty clothing of any style
Headwear indoors
Excessive accessories and jewelry
Facial or body piercings or visible tattoos
Any clothing with messages that are offensive or inappropriate

Attire for Physical Education Class

All students must purchase and wear the school physical education uniform to physical education 
classes each Wednesday morning.  Two sets of these uniforms are issued to all students at the start 
of the school year so that it should never be the case that the required uniform is in the laundry.  
Failure to appear in physical education class without proper attire is considered a dress code 
violation and results in a health point deduction.

All boarding students are required to deposit their physical education uniform (T-shirts and shorts) 
in the laundry on Wednesdays immediately following their return to the school and before classes 
begin.  These must be marked clearly with the student’s name.  Laundered physical education 
uniforms will be returned after laundering in preparation for the next physical education classes the 
following week.


